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Todd Savage has literally grown up with the 

company and has served Savage Services 

Corporation for the last 39 years. His experience 

with the company has included on-site 

operations management, business development 

in the coal and power generation industry and 

project development from creation through 

implementation. He is experienced in 

developing creative solutions for challenging 

materials management and transportation 

systems issues.   

His insight and creativity in solving materials 

management, transportation issues and related 

facility operations has been integral in shaping 

the philosophy and business model of Savage 

and creating value for customers. 

Todd began his career at Savage dispatching 

over 100 trucks hauling coal and cement. He 

moved on to manage a transload facility and 

distribution network in Las Vegas, Nevada. Todd 

spent several years in business development, 

where he helped achieve significant cost 

savings in providing fuel handling services for 

coal-fired power plants. Since 1999, Todd has 

served as a Group Leader focused primarily on 

the Coal and Power Generation industries. For 

the past two years, he has led his company’s 

efforts in the oil and gas field services business.  

Todd serves on the Board of Directors for Savage 

Companies and the Utah Mining Association. He 

earned a degree in Business Management from 

the University of Phoenix.   
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Savage is a global leader in the creation and 

delivery of integrated services and systems 

designed to meet the unique challenges in each 

customer’s supply chain. Founded in 1946, the 

company is built on innovation, collaboration, 

value creation and reliable service. Savage 

provides high-quality, worry-free service to 

customers with a commitment to integrity, 

honesty and fairness. 

 

     With more than 3,500 employees in over 200 

locations, Savage supports a wide variety of 

customers in the production, manufacturing and 

distribution of energy resources and other 

essential commodities. The company offers 

capabilities that span rail, truck and marine 

transport, terminal and facility operation and 

design, and related services. Industries served by 

Savage include electric power generation, coal 

production, oil and gas, refining, agriculture, 

chemical, mining and manufacturing. 
 

          Todd Savage 

 

Todd is among the newest members of the National 

Coal Council having been appointed in 2014.   

He follows in the footsteps of former NCC member 

Allen Alexander who recently retired from Savage. 

Todd brings to the Council a unique, multi-transport 

management perspective.   

Thanks for your service Todd!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


